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About This Game

Vector is an exciting, arcade-style game featuring you as the exceptional free runner who won’t be held down by the system. The
game opens with a view into a totalitarian world where freedom and individually is nothing more than a distant dream. But the
heart of a freerunner is strong, and you so break free. Run, vault, slide and climb using extraordinary techniques based on the
urban ninja sport of Parkour all while being chased by “Big Brother” who’s sole purpose is to capture you and bring you back.

Inspired by the practice and principles of Parkour, Vector’s intuitive controls please players of all levels, and sophisticated level
designs challenge the most demanding players with fast-paced timing puzzles as the traceur “flows” over the rooftops.

- Hunter Mode: Tired of being chased? Start fighting on Big Brother’s side and hunt down opponents to shock them with your
trusty taser!

- Controller Support: Enjoy the run with your favorite gamepad!

The best parkour-inspired action game! Vector lets you break free and run! Don’t get caught!
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Title: Vector
Genre: Action, Indie
Publisher:
Nekki GmbH
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Turkish,Russian,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Norwe
gian,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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Really gave this one a try, been a cricket fan for over 40 years. But disappointed by gameplay. Very frustrating and annoying.
Keep losing on easy no matter what I try. Bowling\/batting with different settings doesn't seem to make any difference. I can't
tell which players actually are good\/bad (as in say FM series), no indication of their abilities. Telling me that some batter is
aggressive doesn't help me much, as if after settling in I set him to aggressive (say 4-5), he gets bowled out.
 Played the 14 version and seems to be the same AI\/mechanics. With a little improvement could be a classic. Such a shame,
can't really recommend even on sale.. Even on 'normal' difficulty, the other being 'nightmare' a single hit within the first couple
of minutes is enough to kill you instantly and send you to the main menu, with the only option being to restart the first level
again and walk slowly towards the turrets that killed you.

This is while dodging the instant death meteorites that you may have difficulity seeing due to the eyestrain caused by the
constant wavering of the entire game screen, presumeably to illustrate the fact that your character is injured.

This game might be fun and interesting once you get into it, but personally i can't reccomend it due to the eyestrain nessecary to
reach that point.. While it's still a solid match-3 title and lives up to its series, this feels like a step backwards from ToM4 in that
it basically lacks the extra modes and challenges of that one. Don't expect something up to the caliber of the last one, but don't
expect it to be rubbish either.. Once again the player takes control of Frederic Chopin, now transformed to a hip rockstar, who
must rescue his three muses from an(other) evil villain and, same as the first game, must battle through a group of global
musicians who stand in his way.

It seems that the developers were going for an original take on the music for the game(there are no remixes of Chopin
compositions here, unlike the first game). The music is just as addicting and exciting as the first game, but it's quite
disappointing that they removed Chopin's music that made the first game so special and memorable. It's slightly more difficult,
but other than that, it's exactly the same game. Gameplay has not changed, plot is just as laughably over the top with the same
cheesy animation and voice acting, only this time with twice the amount of pop culture references including Michael Jackson,
Kiss, Lady Gaga, etc. But, nevertheless, a fun game to try out.

In fact, it's the only game where you will see Frederic Chopin, a Polish composer who suffered from tuberculosis throughout his
entire life, transform into a muscular rockstar and battle against a gigantic robot with his awesome musicality.

7\/10
. Secrets of Magic. is a very entertaining match 3 game. You play a witch who has to gather ingredients and try to find your
parents. The story is not important since you probably won't pay any attention to it. You get some very good power ups as the
game goes on. Good graphics, lots of replayability. If you love match 3 games, then this one should be in your library. Two
thumbs up.
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The game seems cool, with only a few minor bugs and anoyances,
however, it appears to be dead.. I thought it was a good game, but it could have had more game!. Goodsht every soundtrack goes
well in their own respective places. you dont get the s-bahn. it's insane, it's a cool simulator of circuit racing...
So if you have a complete wheel joystick, three displays and a surround system, you will fell like being in a real racing car!
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